Espen's paper

Problem = ?

Discussion =

He seems to be testing R55 SSR

This looks like a SSR assessment, quite close to an amendment.
Evaluation of model?

Concluded

1) SSRX-model useful for IS-strategizing.

2) ...
What is the idea?

- The idea is to contain
  Minitubing, gantry car trolley and SSR trolley for unsticking AS-photography.

- The idea proves useful

Cibouva

1) Cibouva's part: iron age
   - Historical Review
   - Being
   - go in work & hang
2) Qualify Circle

1) idea = apply Cibouca idea about CMM in order to make CMM menable.

2) argument =

a) Cibouca ≠ Thueppir
   bendy ≠ that'ler
   bendy = Cibouca

Cibouca → bendy → CMM

CMM → ... = Cibouca (?)

suggest

French